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I. INTRODUCTION 
The thermal instability created when a layer of fluid is heated from below 
has attracted the attention of many writers (see, e.g., Joseph [7-l I] and the 
references therein). The understanding of such a phenomenon is of impor- 
tance to a mathematical description of the behavior of an ocean, and certain 
questions arising in meteorology, astrophysics, geophysics, and the theor?, 
of liquid metals. 
In the present work, as in all the references listed, we shall use the 
Boussinesq equations to describe the behavior of a fluid. The simplification 
introduced by the Boussinesq form of equations’ for the description of a heat 
conducting, incompressible, viscous fluid has pro\Ted to be one which allows 
an almost intractable system of equations to be amenable to analysis. 
Recent attention has been focused on a fluid which is not composed of a 
single constituent, e.g., a saline solution. Shir and Joseph [16] adopted a set 
of generalized Boussinesq equations to govern the motion, temperature, and 
concentration in the fluid, and applied energy and variational techniques to 
derive criteria for global stability of a solution to their model. This analysis 
has been extended by Joseph [9-l I] to give further criteria for both unique- 
ness and stability for the conduction-diffusion solution. In this paper we 
shall be concerned with the conduction-diffusion problem, \rith particular 
regard to its well-posedness. 
By the conduction-diffusion problem, we mean a mathematical model 
which describes the motion of a heat conducting viscous fluid with concentra- 
tion gradients present. The equations governing the behavior of the thermo- 
* Present address: Department of I\Iathematics, The University. Glasgow, Scotland. 
’ The so-called Boussinesq approximation is discussed in detail by Fife [5], 
Rlihaljan [13]. and Spiegel and Veronis [17]. 
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aolutal conduction-diffusion solution, given by Shir and Joseph [16]. are 
Dv,/Dt = (-lj,+)p,; + {l - ,a(T- T,) + .$(C - C,);b, + r’h,, (1.1) 
Z’,,, = 0, (1.3) 
DT:‘Dt = +lT f 0,. (1.3) 
DC/Dt = q-AC + Qc- . ( I .4) 
where rcqr and bi are the components of velocity and body force, respectiwly. 
T and C are the temperature and concentration of the solution, (x and r: are 
constants. v is the kinematic viscosity. or and I+ are the thermal and solute 
diffusivity coeflicients. QT. and 0, are the heat supply and mass source field. 
s is *I according to whether the density of the solute is larger or less than the 
density of the solvent. D/Dt denotes the material derivative, and standard 
Cartesian indicial notation is employed. The symbol d denotes the Laplacian 
operator and pO , T, and C, refer to the (constant) values of the density, 
temperature and concentration in some tised reference configuration. I’ector 
functions, with values in I?. are denoted by boldface lower case Latin 
letters. 
Equations ( 1. I j-( 1.4) are delined on the domain .Q . (T, , T2) C W, where 
(T, , TJ. --~8 < T, L. Tz KI xl. denotes a time interval. and Q is the 
volume (exterior to a compact set in W) occupied by the fluid. 
Let R,, be a bounded, spatial domain of W, with boundary Z, sut?icientl!, 
smooth to allow applications of the divergence theorem. Define -Q b! 
and assume the fluid completely fills 0. 
To complete the boundary-initial value problem. we define the houndar! 
and initial data. Suppose we are given the data at some time level. in the 
interval (T, , T,). \\‘e can suppnsc thl. ‘S time level to tw zero. so that 
Z’,(.V, 0) = .i’,“(.\.) 
T(.v, 0) = T,(x) in Q .’ 10;. (1.5) 
C(Y, 0) = C,(x) 
\Ve shall take the following boundary conditions. 
(?T/h) + orT = j(s. t), (1.6) 
(m&r) + a& = q(s- t), (1.7) 
‘i’, = l/J Y. tj. (1.8) 
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where .V E Z, >/%n denotes the normal outward derivative to Z, uT and uC are 
positive, piecewise continuous functions of s, and f, g and hi are prescribed 
functions of the indicated arguments. 1Ye then define 2’ to be the boundary- 
initial \-alue problem given by (1.1 j-( 1.8). where now (I. I j-( I .4) are defined 
on Q (0. Tz,) and (I .6)-( 1.8) are defined on 1 I [O. r,). 
In the next two sections, ive examine the stability (in an appropriate sensej, 
and uniqueness of solutions to the conduction-diffusion pro&m when the 
fluid occupies the complement of a compact region in f13. The work is 
divided into two parts. The first part. comprising Section 2, deals with the 
questions of uniqueness and continuous dependence forward in time and the 
second, comprising Section 3. deals with the corresponding problems 
backward in time. 
Shir and Joseph [t6] and Joseph [7] h. o served that their stability analyses 
continue to hold when the fluid occupies an infinite domain, pro\.ided the 
flow is either spatially periodic or suitable spatial decay restrictions are placed 
upon the velocity, temperature and concentration &Ids. [ 16, p. 42; 7. p. 621. 
Our object here is to esamine the extent to which these restrictions mav he 
relased in connection with the uniqueness and continuous dependence (on 
data to be specSed) questions. 
\Vr are unaware of an!- work for solutions to the Boussinesq equations, 
in the spirit of the analysis given here. However, the uniqueness and stahilit! 
questions for the Navier-Stokes equations on an infnite domain have 
attracted the attention of some prominent writers, e.g.. Graffi [6], Edmunds 
[?I. The early work on the Navier-Stokes equations usualI!- invol\,ed deca! 
restrictions on the fluid velocity as a spatial \-ariable tended to infinity; (see, 
e.g.. Graffi’s discussion of the work of Leray, [6, p. 3791). Howe\-er, Graffi [6] 
showed that the solution is unique proded only that the .z-elocitv cd ewlocitv 
gradierlts remain bounded, and the pressure satisfies a suitable decal- restriction. 
Edmunds [.:I adopted Grafli’s technique to pro\‘e a corresponding uniqueness 
theorem hackward in time and was also able to waken the pressure condition 
of Gratli. To prove this result he used ideas similar to those of Grat5 [6]. and 
Serrin [ 151 who established a backward uniqueness thenrem for the Na\-ier- 
Stokes equations on a bounded domain. 
A recent work on the esterior Navier-Stokes problem is that of Cannon 
and Knightly [I] who further weakened the pressure conditions of Graffi 
snd Edmunds and ga\‘e uniqueness and continuous dependence theorems, 
hoth back\\ard and-forward in time. again with the velocit!- and \-elocit! 
gradients heing uniformly hounded in space and time. 
Besides estending the work of the above writers to the Boussinesq equa- 
tions. \\e weaken the uniform houndedness conditions on the kinematic (and 
in our case thermodynamic) variables. However. we are not able to ohtain 
such sharp continuous dependence results as those of Cannon and KnightI!-. 
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\I’e now introduce some notation needed in the sequel. 
Let B(s, E) denote the open ball, center s, radius E, and let S(x, l ) denote 
the closed manifold surrounding B(s, l ). i.e., 
Suppose that R. is the first element of Iw such that B(0, R,) 3 St,. Then, for 
R > R, (R' = .vrxI), we define 
and 
Further, let 
R, = B(0, R)',,R,-. (1.9) 
fR = S(0, R). (1.10) 
(s, Jqn = I’ SJ’ ds, (1.11) 
‘J-JR 
(s, y)/- = -r,- .SJ ns. (1.12) 
R 
Clearly, ( , )o and ( , )r are just the inner products on La(QR) and L*(r,). \Ve 
use the same notation for the inner product of vector valued functions, 
e.g., for p, q E (L2(QR))3, we have 
(PI q)o z 1, PiQi d-y. 
R 
Further, let (( , ))o and (( , ))r be defined b! 
((~1 y))n = Jb, .S,iy,i dxv (1.13) 
((.s, y))r = j. .s,i?',i dS, 
TR 
(1.14) 
with an equivalent notation for vector valued functions. 
For convenience. we use the notation m(.) to denote the (Lebesgue) 
measure of a set. 
2. UNIQUENESS AND CONTINUOUS DEPENDENCE FORWARD IN TIME 
In this section we shall be interested in two sets of classical solutions to 9. 
A solution, x = (v$ T, C, p), to 3’ is called a classiral solution provided z’, , 
T, C are continuously differentiable in the time variable, twice continuously 
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differentiable with respect to the spatial variables, p is continuously dif- 
ferentiable in the space variables, and x satisfies (l-1)-(1.4) on 0 :< (0, T?) 
and (IA-( 1.8) on r x [0, TJ. 
A solution, x, to d will be of class AZ!, if it satisfies the following hypotheses: 
(i) x is a classical solution to .Y. 
(ii) There exist positive constants n and R, , d, R, < #cc, such that 
(Jl) I v I , I T I , I C I :G d. for R < R, , 
(<d2) 1 v / :=, dR’>“, for R > R, , 
(d3) I T I , I C I d (14 for R > R, , 
(..at4) (~,,~v~,~)l’“, (T,iT,i)‘ir, (Cv,C,,)l’z :g d, for all R. 
Furthermore, a solution, x, to 9 will be of class 27, if the elements of x 
satisfy (i), (cdl), (&3) and (&4), and the following inequality (which replaces 
(..c!l2)): 
(iii) There exist positive constants d, R, and 0, such that 
(92) [ v 1 < dR’-O, for R > R, . 
In addition to the above restrictions, we shall suppose that solutions of 
class A? or A? also satisfy the following inequality: 
sup 1 njtlj* 1 :$ 2 min{Krur , ~~uc). 
.ZX[O.TJ 
(2.1) 
To establish uniqueness and continuous dependence we consider two 
solutions to b, x = (v, T, C, p) and x* = (v*, T*, C*, p*), respectively, 
subject to prescribed initial conditions v”, To, Co and va*, T,,*, Co*, pre- 
scribed boundary data i, g’, hi and f *, p’“, hi*, and forcing terms bj , Qr , & 
and bi*, QT*, Qc*. 
The difference variables ui , 8, c, I’, Q, , Qc , q, , f, R, hi are defined by 
11. E r1,* - 7Ji ) I 6’= T”- T, c = C” - c, 
Q, =o,* -CL 0, =QC* -Qc, 
p = (P* - P)‘Po 1 qi = b,* - b. (, f=f*-J 
(2.2) 
g =g* -2, hi = iliT - iii . 
It is then seen from (I. I)-( 1.4) and (I .6)-( I .8) that these variables satisf! 
ui,t + z’jxrdt,j + ufz’j,j + P,i - v-lui + ‘ah,*0 - s,k?b,*c 
- qi( I + it T, - s,K, - .ctT + s/3C) = 0, 
(2.3) 
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ui.; = 0. (2.4) 
e./ + 2’j’ti.j + N,T,, - K& = 0,. (2.5) 
c., + .z’j*f.j + u,c’,; - K& = &. (2.6) 
11 i = hi 
(Cd,c?n) + a# =f on r [O. Tz). (2.7) 
(ck:iln) + u’cc = a” 
The initial conditions are 
u,(.Y, 0) = U,“(X), d(s, 0) = d,(s). c(s. 0) == co(s). (2.8) 
It will emerge from our calculations that an appropriate combination of 
the following conditions must also be imposed on the pressure dir-ference P: 
WI 1 P 1 5; li. for R :;: R, , 
w ( P / :z- dR-’ 1, for R R, , 
(P3) / p , . y dR-1 2-r, for R . R, , 
for some positis-e constant 6. 
\\‘e obsert-e that conditions (P 1) and (P2) were used by Cannon and 
Knightly [I], and conditions (PI) and (P3) were employed by Edmunds [3]. 
However, conditions (<r/2), (z.3). and (22) are weaker than the corresponding 
conditions of these writers. 
\I’e now establish some preliminar!. but general, results for solutions to a 
differential inequality. Such results are required here and in the nest section 
to establish our main theorems. 
LEhlhIA 2. I. Let R E [R, , CC), for som constant R, (3.x 0). Suppose that F 
and J ure nondecrensirg, nonne,oatin~e functions of R, whicir sati~[v the follozrirg 
differential inequulitv, 
F(R) :.; R{Rl-T’(R) + RI-qF’(R))l:‘“) + J(R), 
for some constants k. E, S ( > 0), with E, 5 < I. Then, 
(A) when E = 6 = i, k = I, 
F(R) < F(2R) esp[ - f( \ :! - I j R1, ‘1 
+ f[R’:’ + $ - ‘SF{- ‘j(\ j - I) R’ ‘: ((ZR)‘,’ + 3/4!] 
+ J(‘R) [I - eSF;- f(\ 2 - 1) R’ ‘I]. 
(2.9) 
(2.10) 
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(B) z&en 0 <S < 1, + < E < I, F(R) satisfies the following estimate, 
for suitable constants m ( > I), /I ( z 1 ), with CT == E - 4, 
F(R) :C F(mRd) exp[-(2/3kp) (mURub - Ru)] 
+ ( l:qu - rL,) [R---u) _ (,#-*I-)] 
+ 3J(mRd) {I - eup[(2:‘3k/~) (RU - mL’RdU)]}, 
(2.1 I) 
where p is a constant such that 0 < p :.; 6, 0 < p < u. 
Proof. The proof broadly follows the pattern of a similar lemma in [I]. 
Using the arithmetic-geometric mean inequality we may deduce from 
(2.9) that 
F(R) :=. RR’-,SF’(R) + k[(R2-2’:‘2p(R)) + (a(R) yF’(R)!‘2)] + J(R), (2.12) 
where y (> 0), and II is a strictly positive function of R which we leave 
unspecified at this stage. After rearranging (2.12). we use an integrating 
factor method to arrive at 
+ p(R) [2R’-A + p(R)] esP I- jRI 2rl-:*lL*(r) j 
(2.13) 
c* Jr 
+ 21(R) esp [ - jRR Trl-6 + yl(r) ] . 42R’-6 !+ ra(R)] ’ ” 
0 - 
for R > R,, > 0, and c” = ?,‘A. \Ve now integrate (2.13) from R to R, , for 
_ some R with R, > R > R,, to see that 
C* dr + esp [- jRR’ 2r1-b + YLZ(r) IF(~) (2.14) 
since J is a nondecreasing function of R. 
(2.10) now follows easily from (2.14), if we set E = S = f, k = y = 1, 
a(r) = rlmr and R, = 2R. 
Similarly, to prove statement (B), we commence with (2.14) and again 
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takey=l.Setor(r)=r1-“,foran):~suchthatO<~d6andO<IL<~. 
(2. II) may now be easily deduced if we select R, = mRB, m > 1, ,9 > 1. 
Lmnu 2.2. Let R, R, , F, / be as in Lemma 2.1, with E = 6 = f, K = 1. 
Then F(R) satisfies the following estimates, 
F(R) < (F(R3):‘R”) + [1 - (l/R’)] + J(P) [l - (I/P)]; (2.15) 
F(R) < F(eR) [log R/R]‘;’ + Q[( I, log R) - ((log R)‘/~/R”/‘)] 
+ 2j(eR) (1 - [log R,R]l.“). 
(2.16) 
Proof. (2.14) is again valid, and we commence with that inequality with 
y = 2. 
To establish (2.15) we put a(r) = r - r112, R, = R3 and suppose that 
R, > 16/9. Then, a(r) *> 0 and 
exp - 
[ I 
mr ds/(sll2 + a(s))] = R/r. (2.17) 
‘R 
Further, 
jRR’ exp (,- j: ~1~2 $ a(s)I 4&(r) [LT+ a(r)] = R jRR‘ &(r f j-112) ’
and 
R (.R3(drj4r(r - rli?)) s;: 1 - (l/R”). 
‘R 
(2.18) 
To bound the J term we use (2.17) to see that 
(2.15) is established by inserting (2.17)-(2.19) into (2.14). 
To prove (2.16) suppose that R, > e. \Ve choose a(r) = r log r and 
R, = eR in (2.14). Nest, since R > R, 1. e, 
(2.20) esp (- ji 
dr 
4 log r[rl!g + r log r] 
(log R)’ 2 I R3,‘2 ’ 
(2.21) 
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and 
M’e use (X0)-(2.22) to bound the appropriate terms in (2.1-I) which then 
leads to (2.16). 
\\;e have now proved the basic lemmas and so nest turn to establishing 
uniqueness and continuous dependence of solutions to .p. 
IVe consider two solutions x and xc, to ..9, on the time interval (0. T1). 
The solutions y and N* are assumed to he of one of two t!-pes. Either, 
Tp (i). ,y and xx are of class .% and the difference pressure P 
satisfies (PI) and (P2); 
or 
Type (ii). x and x K are of class .JA and the difference pressure P satisfies 
(PI) and (P3). 
\\‘r treat in detail solutions of type (i). and then sketch the treatment for 
type (ii). 
Hence, let x and xk be two solutions to .9 of t!-pe (i). 
RIultiplying (2.3) by ui , (2.5) by 0 and (2.6) by C. summing the resulting 
live equations and integrating over R, . for R : ’ R,, , we obtain 
2(U>U’), + ,(ti, ti’)Q + 2(f, & + 2 ( ~z’j’(/l‘u,,i + tie,j + cc,j) cis 
. ” R 
+ 3 f uj(U,Zt,,j + PT,, + CC.)) CL\ 
. .c. R 
f 211 I’ b,*Hu, lfx - 2sj3 I‘ lr,*cu, nv - 2 j (&I + c&c) lfr 
- .QR - RR ‘OR 
- 2 I’ qrur( 1 + ,rT, - $C, - aT + .$C) ds = 0. (2.23) 
* .CR 
\\‘e now proceed to obtain estimates for the fourth to eleventh terms, on 
the right of (2.23), which will be denoted bv I, to I,. 
Suppose that R > max(R, , R,J. Integrating by parts and using (..dl) 
and (.K?), we see that 
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The C’auch!.-Schwarz and arithmetic-geometric mean inequalities. together 
with (.5’4), next lead us to the following estimates. 
-I, 
13 
Rather than compute a bound for I, , we proceed as follows. First, obsrrw 
that 
0 
*,’ (t - 7) I, 11,) 1 = 2 1 1.’ (1 - 7j) I’ 
- II -r&J-’ 
n,u,Plfs JI] 1 , 
and so, with the aid of the C’auchy-Schwarz inequality. MY obtain. 
Finally. Is-Z, are estimated, with the aid of standard inequalities, as follows. 
1, + I, :;: -2 SUP h,*b,*(tl, tljll - Z(U, u)$? - j? sup b,*&*(f, c)~ , (2.28) 
I: - I’ (()g + Qc’) d\ - (V, qn - (c, c). , (2.29) 
- RR 
I, -2(u. u), - [(I + \A?‘, - s/K,)” + ,(<I+:! + B’) d’R’] 1, q<qt tfs. 
R (7.30) 
Lye may now substitute inequalities (2.24)-(2.26) and (2.28)-(2.30) into 
(2.23) to obtain the differential inequalit! 
(d/W [(II, u)n + (0, @)n + (f, f)nl + 2[4(u, 4)~ + v((h W, + “c((fv r)),?l 
+Q KraTB’ + Kcucc2j dS 
: sup 
Z,..[O.T,] 
/ N,v;* 1 .fy (hkh, + t@ + c’) dS 
-+ (1’ + t/R’,“) (u. II),- + (K~ + l/R’ ‘) (0, & + (tee + dR’,‘) (c, c-j,. 
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+ 4(u, 4)r + 4(& Qi- + h.C((C* (.))I- + (5 + 30 (u, u), 
+ (2 + a” sup I b* I’) (0. fl), + (2 + 8’sup 1 b’* 13 (c, c)~ 
+ 2 1 (K# + yg)dS. 
‘1 
(1.31) 
An appeal to condition (2.1) allows us to discard the boundary integrals 
involving 0 and C, i.e., the third term on the left and the first term on the right 
of (2.31). I\‘e now select T, 0 c T < 1, swh that 
(i) T < min([(v + d) + (5 + 3d”)]-*. [(K~ + d) + 2 + a’sup 1 b*. 121-1, 
[(q + d) + 2 + 8” sup I b” 1~1-l;. 
and 
(ii) l6d%4 + (5 + 3d’) T c; I, 
and, for R > I, define F(R; T) by, 
F(R; T) = [I - (5 + 3d”) T] 1’ (II,+, drl 
. 0 
+ [I - (2 + II? sup I b* I’) r] 1’ (0, QQ dv 
“R)‘[o.T2] ‘0 
(2.32) 
+ [I - (2 +)92 sup I b” I’) ~1 I” (c, 49 dq 
R,QX[O.TJ *cl 
+ 2 j-)’ (7 - 7) b’(( uv u)!n + KM % + MC, %I 4. 
Then, we restrict t to [0, T] and integrate the modified inequality (2.31) 
twice with respect to t, and after using (2.27). (2.32), (i) and (ii)- we arrive at 
F(R; T) <:I R’ “[F’(R; T) + (F’(R; T))“‘] + G,(R; T) + H,(T). (2.33) 
where F’ = dF/dR, and G, and Ho are defined by. 
‘,tRi T, = T I’( @7’ + c&? ds Ci? + T[(U’, U”lIz + (oo, P,), + (cc,, co)n] 
‘0 ‘gR 
+ T[( 1 + ;tT, - spc,)’ + ?(a2 + d”) d2R?] I” I’ 4;4r ds drl, 
‘0 *CR (2.34) 
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and 
H,(T) .= 27 d(m(Z))‘~” joT [Kr (jzf2 dS)li2 + KC (S,R2 dsy2] d7) 
+ 2dTv j’j (hihi)‘/ dS d7 + 2d3/2m(Z) (j’j hihi dS dr))l’2 
0 z 0 z 
+ dr 
u 
’ h,h, dS d7. 
0 z 
(2.35) 
Since 7 is fixed, we henceforth omit the explicit dependence on it in (2.33). 
Inequality (2.33) is the basic inequality from which the uniqueness and 
continuous dependence results follow. 
The analogous inequality to (2.33) when x and x* are of type (ii) is 
obtained by repeating the above steps with (&2) and (P2) replaced by (9J2) 
and (P3), respectively. In this case we find 
F(R) < R1-W(R) + R’1/2’~‘[F’(R)]1/2 + G,(R) + El,, (2.33B) 
which becomes the basic inequality, appropriate to solutions of type (ii). 
The next theorem establishes uniqueness of solutions to 8. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let x and X* be two solutions to 8, of type (i) or (ii). Suppose 
x and x* satisfy (1. I )-( 1.5) for the same functions QT , Qc , b, , q”, T, and 
Co , and satisfy (1.6)-( 1.8) for the same functions f, g and hi . Then, x I= x* on 
JJ x [0, TJ, where T, is dejned in Section 1. 
Proof. The proof follows from a contradiction. We consider the dif- 
ference variables ui , 0, and c defined by (2.2), and show that ui G 0 G c X: 0 
on Q x [0, 7’& Observe that U?(X) = 8,(x) = c@(x) K 0, and the boundary 
data are all zero. 
The proof appropriate to type (i) is given first. In this case, (2.33) becomes 
F(R) < R112[F’(R) + (F’(R))li2]. (2.36) 
Let R > R, , where 
R, .= max{R,, 4 , R2), (2.37) 
and R, is defined in Section 1, R, is defined in the definition of classes .&’ and 
%Y, and R, is the maximum value of R, occurring in Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2. 
It is easily checked that F satisfies the hypotheses of Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2. 
It is immediately seen from (2.10) that 
F(R) ,( F(2R) exp[- $(& - I) R1i2] 
-~ $[R1j2 + 2 - esp{- $(x/2 - 1) R1/2) {\/zR1/2 + $11. (2.38) 
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Further, using (2.32) and (,~Jl)--(~d4) we see that 
F(R) ::- kR5. (2.39) 
for some computable positive constant k. Hence, using (2.39) in (2.38). it 
follows that for R large enough. say R 3 mau{R, , R,:. 
F(R) c kR’ ‘2, (2.40) 
where k is another computable constant. This estimate is now inserted into 
(2.15) to produce 
F(R) s; k/R’ :‘z + 1 - I ,‘I?? d ,$, (2.41) 
for some other constant k. Finally, we use estimate (2.41) in (2.16) to obtain 
F(R) r’;’ k(log R/R)“’ + $[( l:log R) - ((log R)‘.‘/R3,“)], 
where k is again some constant. 
(2.42) 
Suppose now the theorem were not true. Then, on some subset, ,I, of 
R c [0, T), F > 0. Hence, for all R such that QR 5: [O. T) 1 .,I, F(R; T) ;> 0. 
Suppose F(R,) = a 3.3 0. Then, by allowing R + + 8x1 in (2.42) we obtain a 
contradiction. This contradiction shows that x = x’* on 0 x [0, 71. However. 
the proof can now be extended to show that if x(T) = x*( 7i) then x z ,y ’ 
on any set R :< [T, T + T]. IVe conclude that x = s* on -Q ‘, [0, T?), and 
the first part of the theorem follows. 
For a solution of t!-pe (ii) the proof of uniqueness is similar, but easier. 
Indeed, (2.33B) is the appropriate inequality with G, = 0 and Ho = 0. 
Again, suppose the theorem false. Then, arguing as above, there esists 
a number R, such that F(R,) = a > 0. Now, F(R) satisfies the hypotheses 
for Lemma 2.1(B). So, (2.1 I) gives. with m = 2, k = b = I and CL = ~12, 
0 < a <F(R) :g F(2R) exp[-(4/3c) (2 i - I) Rc.‘] + (R-~/C) (I - 2-c). 
(2.43) 
for all R 3 R, . However, using (sJI). (zJ4), and (.AU), we see that 
F(R) rr: kR” 
for some positive constant k. Hence, 
0 < a 5:: k,R6 eup[-(4/3<) (2f!a - I) R’;?] + (R-~/C) (1 - 2-9, (2.44) 
for R 2: R, . Thus. allowing R 4 +,r~ in (2.44) leads to a contradiction and 
the proof is completed as before. 
As a corollary to Theorem 2.1, we obtain a uniqueness theorem for a 
solution to the Navier-Stokes equations, on an exterior domain, forward in 
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time. (To obtain the Navier-Stokes equations, we formally set T = T, and 
C’ _ (-’ , , in (1.1)-(1.-I).) 
C'~R~LLXRI- 1.1. Lrt (vi., p’) and (v, pj be two solutions to tire IVazqier- 
Stokes equutious tfufined on R (0, T,j. Suppose tkese solutions satisJv (JI), 
(.7/Z). (44). (PI), ONli (P?), or (..%I), (62), (cJ4). (PI), and (P3). and are 
identicalI! equal at t = 0. aruf 011 .Y [0, T.,). Tlren. v z v +. amf p E p h on 
0 ;< [O. T,). 
This corollar!, weakens the conditions required in the analogous results of 
Graffi [6] and Cannon and KnightI!- [I]. 
!\‘c nest treat continuous dependence, in a sense specified below, of 
solutions to 4, upon initial and boundary data, and body force and source 
terms. The method of proof, which uses ideas similar to those in the uniqur- 
ness proofs is again modeled on the work of Cannon and Knightly [I]. 
although we establish our results under waker h!-potheses. 
In [I]. continuous dependence upon the initial data, body force and 
boundary data was established as a single result. \\‘hen dealing with solutions 
of t!-pe (i) we show that it becomes possible to establish stronger continuous 
dependence on the boundary data than for the other data. 
It is worth rwting that, for the equations of dynamical linear elasticit!,, 
continuous dependence upon the domain geometry, body force, and initial 
and boundary data was established hy Knops and Payne [ 121. These writers. 
and Paye [I-I]. give clear mathematical and physical reasons \vhy a separate 
study of dependence of solutions on a particular type of data is necessaq. 
\\‘e she\\, in Theorem 2.2, that a solution to 9 of class ,.rJ, depends Hiildrr 
continuously upon its boundar! data. provided the time interval is not “too 
large.” and the pressure ditference between the perturbed and base solutions 
sat&lies (PI) and (P7). For times outside this “small” region, we can establish 
conI!- the much \vraker result of Ingarithmic continuous dependence. The 
tatter type of continuous dependence \vill be the same as that estahlished for 
the initial data and body force and source terms (Theorem 2.3). 
'~HEORERI 1.2. Let ,y and ,y ” he tW0 SOhtiOnS t0 .;c’, (Jf‘ f.\pe (i). u’hich satid\’ 
( I. I )-( I .5) jhr tire same juuctiorrs 0, , PC , bi v *L,~“. T,, , antf c‘,, . but nckich 
satisfv ( I .6)-( 1.8) jar lfitiereut data jl 2, h, uutf f “. g ‘, 11, ‘. .Yuppose that 
11’ 1 c.: kt,,,;, 1 p 1 . . . kc,,” and h 1 . :. kc2 .for a// ( v, t) E Z ,‘, [O, r]. wkere 
f-=.f” -Jl g = y”’ -j. h = h. - h aruf k, o,, 6 are constants such that w 
k . 0. 0 I: A I. T here is a c-onstarrt sati$\~ing (i) and (ii) ~folkoxir~y (2.3 I ). 
Tken, F( R; 7) satisjies tke following estimate, 
F(R; r) .., ~2. 
wkcre L: is a computable constant and F( R; T) is titjnetf h\, (2.32 ). 
(7.45) 
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hypothesis, 1 f 1 Q: kw”. /<y / I .. R&. 1 h 1 < kw6 so that from (2.35) \ve easil! 
obtain 
H,,(s) h’. (2.51) 
for-O<&,< I, and Q small enough. \vhere 
k = dT’ln(Z) k[Zl + 2(wI(Z))l,~ + k + 2(Ky + lee)]. (2.52) 
Hence, 
F(R; T) c n,/log R; + a&w”. (2.53 
for all R such that R, :;i R r< R7 . 
Suppose no\r that R7 ‘:.: exp(a/), f. or some suitable constant R~ Then. 
F(R; r) r.1 iw6, (2.54) 
lvhere c = ~,/a, + a&, and 6 is a given constant such that 0 < 6 6. I. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
Since there is no limitation on R; from abo\-e. our theorem sho\vs that a 
small perturbation in the boundat-!- data does not cause a large disturbance 
in the solution, at /ar;,oe spatial distances from the boundary, provided the 
time has not evolved “too much” from the onset of the perturbed motion. 
The next theorem establishes an analogous result for the \vhole interval 
[0, T.,). although the conclusion in this case is not as strong as the one just 
stated. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let ,y and ,y“’ 6e two soiutiorls to d. of t!pe (i), which mtisfjv 
( I. I)-( I .8) with the d$/erence junctions. rlqfined in (2.2), satisjjing 
1111 -:w, 1 v 1 <: w. j f ( -: w on Q x {O!, 
I& ,I w, IQ, ( <:I w, Iql<w in J-2 x 10, T,), 
and 
I.! I -..l w, Iql <co. Ihl<w on z x [O, T*). 
Then, 
1 r2 1 (uiui + P* + c”) dx d7 G k[log”‘+” &l-l , (2.55) 
‘u ‘nR 
where k is n constant independent of W, Y is an integer, 0 < w <c< I, and 
R <: i logzr+G1, for some constant C, 0 < C < I/IS. 
(15’e use the notation log” A = log ... log x.) 
!I, Idme. 
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Proof. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 2.2. Again, (2.33) holds. 
\l’e combine Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 exactly as in the proof of the previous 
theorem, with j(R) = HO + G,(R). to obtain instead of (2.48) 
F(R) ic, (log R;R)“* F(2PR) e-*R exp- $( \ ‘2 - 1) GR”‘] 
+ ;[(log R)-’ - ((log R)‘?R3’*)] + (log R’R)‘,? (I - czR) 
+ +{-esp[-((1 2 - 1),3) 4e3R’” ] [(2e3R)1,2 + $1 + [(2e3R)1i2 + $1 
.: (log R/R)‘,” e-‘2R 
+ ${ I - exp[- t( \ Z - I) e3R’2]; [Go(2e3R) + Ho] 
+ 2(G,,(eR) + Ho) (I - (log R/R)’ ‘) 
+ [G&e”“) + Ho] (log R/R)‘I’ (1 - czR). (2.56) 
Moreover, F(R) < klR5, and by inserting this into (2.56) and retaining 
only dominant terms we arrive at, 
F(R) < a,G,,(2PR) + uzHO + u,/log R, (2.57) 
for computable constants a, , a2 and a3. 
Let now, R, = E Iogzr+rw-t. \Ve then see that 
R, < E log w-l = R,,, , say, 0 < r < l/15, 
for sufficiently small w. Since F is nondecreasing, it therefore follows that 
F(R; 7) .z[ F(R,,,; r) 5: u,G,,(? exp 3R,,,) + u&l,, + uJog R,,, . (2.58) 
AlSO. 
Ho < Rw, 
where K is given by (2.52). Further, we can see from (2.34) that 
G,(R; T) < ZRW, 
where 
(2.59) 
E = (443) [27 + 3 + T{( 1 + aT, - $C,)” + 2(a” + 8”) Sj], 
for R > 1. Hence, 
w4 
G,(2 exp 3R,,,) < 32&0*--~~~. (2.61) 
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By hypothesis, c c.. II IS and so there exists a constant a, (3% 0). such that 
G,,(? eSF 3R,,,) ‘- U,(lOg log C’)-‘. (1.62) 
Also. it is easily seen that 
H,, Y a,(log log o,-‘)-I, 
for some constant a5 ( . 0). Further. 
(3.63) 
a,ilog R,,, n,;‘log log w-l, (2.6-t) 
for a suitable constant 0s. 
Combining (X63)-(3.64) in (2.X), we see that there is a positive constant. 
tf, *, say. such that 
F(R; T) ‘... 11, “(log log co-‘)-‘. (2.65) 
(2.65) proves the theorem when r __. T, The extension of (2.65) to the case 
of a general T, proceeds via an iterative scheme similar to that devised b! 
Cannon and KnightI!- [I]. 
Observe that from (3.32) and (2.65) there are constants tf, , (1, 1 J:1 ( .-. 0) 
such that 
I’7 (-\‘, .vjn 1~7) ‘f,,(log log Cl)-‘, (2.66) 
- II 
where .V is u. ti or 1‘. when ,I == I, 2, or 3, respectively, pro\-ided R I R, 
\\‘e nest use the following elementary estimate. Let H/ y.. I be a positive 
integer. There esists a I E [(w - I) T,m, T] such that, for a nonnegative 
integrable function (z(q), 
\\‘e estimate (II, u)!?, (0, tl)!? and (c, c)~, using (2.67) in the interval 
[(no - I) s/m. T]. These estimates give us a new set of “initial” data and 
we repeat the argument leading to (3.65) using this data. 
Formally. there exists at least one value t E [(ttt - I j T,‘tn. T], such that 
7[(~(t),~(t)),, + (O(t), t’(r)jn + (c(t). 4tj)91 :-. b,kg log d-1, (2.68) 
where 
h, = m(d, + dz + da). (2.69) 
Let t, be such a value. 
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Lrsing (2.32) we define F(R; q1 , qz, 7) b! 
\t’e likewise define G,,(R; Q , 7, . Tj and Hu(~~l , q3, T) as in (2.34) and (X35), 
hut with the integration now being over [ql , +J instead of [0, T], and with 
the second term in G, being replaced b!- 
Then, we repeat the arguments leading to (2.X), to establish 
F(R; t, , t, + T. T) :.:I RqF’(R; t, 1 1, + T, T) + {.F’(R; t, 3 t, + 7. +‘.‘I 
+ G,(R; 1, , t, + 7, T) + H,(t, . t, + T. ~1. (2.7 I ) 
U’riting F(R) for the left hand side of (2.71), we apply Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 
in the same manner as before to establish (2.57) with the dependence on t, 
understood. 
The espression in (2.71) cannot be estimated from given initial data, and so 
we use (2.68) instead. The estimates on the boundary data and source terms 
retain the same form as those in the interval [0, I-]. In fact, an inspection of 
G,,(R; t, , t, + r, 7) shows that it can be bounded by the right hand side of 
(2.68), so 
G&R,) :.-. iR,S(log log ~-1)-l, (2.72) 
for some constant 2. Now, define R,,, b! 
R,., = rlog log log w-l, 
and we see that R, < R,,, . Then. 
G,(2 esp 3R,,,) < 32L’(log log ~-l)‘~‘-~, (2.73) 
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0 < c < l/15. Now. 
for a suitable constant R; . Howe\cr, 
(log log dp-~ : k, log’ co-1. (2.75) 
since c < l/IS, and cu is arbitrarily small. Further, (2.63) still holds; but the 
right-hand side of this inequality can be bounded ahove by the right-hand 
side of (2.75). yielding 
for some constant k. (2.58) is now used on the interval [tl , i, + T], with 
R,,, replaced by R,,, , and the inequalities (2.73), (2.75) and (2.76) are used 
to estimate the right-hand side of (2.58), to give 
F(R; t, , t, + 7, 7) ; b,(log’ d-I, (2.77) 
for some positive constant b, 
Equations (2.65) and (2.77) give us an estimate for F(R; 0, t, + 7. T). 
The same argument as we have used for the interval [tl , t, + T] is no\\ 
repeated, after dividing [0, Tz) into a series of intervals of length I; , n-here 
(nl - I) T/M ::z Ii .;.< 7. t, is chosen similarI!- to t, and the above analysis 
repeated. Then t, is chosen similarly to I,. and so on. \l’e cover [0, T,) in 
this way, and we need at most II inter\-als, where n is the least integer such that 
Note, 
n(tt/ - I) T 1, mT,. (2.78) 
F(R; 0. Tz , 7) JY F(R; 0. T. 7) + F(R; t, , f, + 7,~) + ... 
(2.79) 
+ F(R; f,j-1 , t,t-l + 7. 7). 
iye, in fact, obtain estimates for each of the terms comprising the right-hand 
side of this inequality. 
Since 
(IogP “J -1)-l :< (Iog’J w-y, p :< q, (2.80) 
it remains to estimate 
F(R; f, , T?. T? - 1,). 
where Y is the first integer such that 1, + T 1: Tz . Note that Y :.; n - I. 
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Repeating the analysis leading to (2.77) we find that for 
R :c; c log”+l,-1, (2.81) 
where c is A constant, 0 i: ? ,< 1,‘15, there exists a positit-e constant P3 such 
that 
F(R: t, . T, , T, - t,) ‘. b,(log”“‘-” w-“)-~. (2.82) 
6, here depends on II, WI and Tz, but is independent of w. 
Lrsing (?.79), (2.80), and the estimates for the entries of the right-hand 
side of (2.79) WC are led to 
F(R; 0, Tz , 7) ,.; d,(l~g”‘~+” dj- ‘9 (2.83) 
where d, is a constant independent of W. The theorem follows directlv from 
(2.83). 
\\‘e now state a similar theorem for a solution of type (ii). In this case, 
however. we establish the stronger result of HGlder continuity on [0, TJ. 
Th e proof is similar to that of the last theorem and is, therefore, omitted. 
THEOREIII 3.4. Let ,y and x * be two solutious to .Y, of t-vpe (ii). which sati.yfv 
(I. I J-( I .8) with the d$erence functions defined in (2.2) satis&g 
where w is a prewibed constant, k is a constant independent of w, r is a constant 
such that 0 <CT r ,.:: I , and R ,.:i au-&, zhere a and 6 ( .:-a 0) are jixed romtants. 
Remarks. (I) We can state corollaries to Theorems 2.2-2.4 for the 
Navier-Stokes equations. Cannon and Knightly [I] do not establish a direct 
analog to Theorem 2.2. \Vith regard to Theorems 2.3 and 2.4 their results are 
weaker in the sense that our solution ma!- “grow” as R -+ 0~‘. That it should 
be possible to obtain uniqueness and continuous dependence results for b 
without imposing uniform houndedness assumptions on the solution was 
suggested in a paper of Serrin [IS] who. in his survev of the Navier-Stokes 
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equations. remarked, “The situation ma)- be compared with the initial value 
problem fbr the heat equation in un esterior cfomain. where it is xell kuonw that a 
s@icient condition .fw mliqueness is boumfedness. or wen e.pwentid growth ot 
ir!/initv.” It would he interesting tu determine whether Theorems 2. I -?.-I 
continue to hold if (..rJI) and (.&2) or (.,:/I) and (~92) are weakened. as for the 
heat equation, and this is an area for further dewlopment. Furthermore. thr 
corresponding stabilit! estimates in [I] are somewhat stronger than thnsc 
given here. In fact. Theorem 3.3 does not reduce to the result it’ C’unnon 
and Knightl!- when the uniform houndedness assumptions on v are relaxed 
as the proof of nur theorem emplovs Lemma 2. I which appears neccssar\- 
in our case. 
Also. WC hdw not established the counterpart of the interesting result 
obtained in [I], when the data are only specified on a subset of D. and con- 
tinuous dependence is established over a larger region, possibly Q. To obtain 
this result, C’annon and Knightly relied heavily on known analyticit!- results 
for solutions to the Navier-Stokes equations. As far as we are aware, analogous 
analyticit! properties of solutions tn the present conduction-diffusion problem 
have not yet been estahlishrd. 
3. LINIQUENESS AND C:ONT1~1~01& DEPENDENCE BATKWARD IN TlhrE 
In Section 2 we ubtained theorems for the Boussinesq equations. together 
with corollaries covering the Navier-Stokes equations, under weaker condi- 
tions than those adopted by previous writers. In this section. we treat the 
corresponding problems backward in time. 
The prohlem to he studied is again 9, that is, (I.])-( 1.4) defined on 
.(? (T, , 0) and (I .Sj. together with the boundary conditions (I .6)-( I .8) 
defined on Z ( T, . 01. 
Linfortunately, the class of solutions WC deal with is nut as weak as class 
.cJ or .A defined in Section 2. \Ve say a solution. x = (v, T, C, p). to 9, is 
of class i; if it satisfies: 
(i) s is a classical solution to 9, 
(ii) There exists a positive constant 11. such that 
(El) 1 v 1. 1 T 1. / Cl, (v;,,~,,;)‘,‘. (T.iT,,)l’“, (C,,C’.,1’2) -;:tf. 
for all R. 
and, 
(62) ’ T,, 1 , 1 C’,, 1 tf nn Z (T, ,O]. 
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Again we consider two solutions x and xc, to 9, and assume that these 
solutions are of class 6’. In addition. we suppose that the difference pressure, 
p = (P” - PNP,, , satisfies (PI) and (P3). .y and xc are not required to 
satisfy (2.1). Conditions (nl), (PI), and (P3) correspond to those employed 
by Edmunds [?] in his study of the Na\.ier-Stokes equations. 
The difference variables. 14, 9 P, C, P. Or 1 0, , (I, , J g, and /ri deiinrd h> 
(2.2). may easily be shown to satisfy (2.3)-(2.7) on Q (T, . 0) and 
Z ,: (Tl , 01. 
In addition to the notation introduced in Section 2. it is ccm\.rnirnt to 
introduce 
with an equivalent notation for vector valued functions. 
For p E L’(R), q, EC(R) we emphasize that the following integrals are 
taken over the x/role of a. and introduce the notation. 
[Pv PI = !i P.iP.i d-y~ 
(3.1) 
To prove a uniqueness theorem for the Navier-Stokes equations, Edmunds 
[3] assumed that the Dirichlet integral of the difference velocity u was finite 
for a set of values, 9 say, dense in [T, , 01, i.e., 
[u(t), u(t)] < ,x. t E Y. (3.2) 
\\‘e also make this hypothesis, and furthermore suppose that 
[W), WI c X’, 
t E Y. 
[r(t), c(t)] ‘. ‘X, 
(3.3) 
As in Section 2. we proceed to obtain an estimate for a functional of the 
difference of the two solutions ,y and x’“. This estimate is then used, together 
with Lemma 2.1, to establish uniqueness and continuous dependence of 
solutions to b. The derivation of the necessarv estimate proceeds via two 
lemmas. 
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LE~~IA 3.1. Let t be a real number and m be an integer, such that 0 < t < ;?,, 
m L-z 3. Define h b! A = t - 71. 0 .;. ~1 S< t. undd and a b!d = .\-3, a = XP’c. 
Further, let -\’ denote either ti or c and I- denote 4 or a. respectivel~~. 
Let E = 3(t + l/2m), and II’,, = fit’.\- = ti. IIw,v = g if .I- = c. zcherefand g . 
are dt$ved in (2.2). Define I, bv 
Then we have 
+ (KU’?.) (?t)p’l/ l-(-t)ll;] + Ky 1” P”[((X, ,‘i))r + (.i-, A?),] tfq 
f 
where a subscript S refers to ti (Jr c, and a, and (T‘ are identified with or and CI<.-  
respertin~e!\~. 
From (2.3) we can see that 
1Llu; - U;., - P,; = PC, . (3.5) 
where, 
PCi =2’j91i,j + ujvi,, -qQi(l +aT,-$C,-~T+s/3C)+ab,*B-s~bi”c. (3.6) 
LEhlhf.4 3.1. Let A, t ana’ m be as in Lemma 3. I. Define zi b!, zi = A-%, , 
and let c = 3(t + (2m)-l). Then we have tke follozcitzg estimate 
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I0 [k’“‘{V((U, u))* + (u, I&: + (E’3) (z’, z’)J d?j 
--t 
+ (1, 2) (2t)yr I/ u( -t)ll!‘? + tP’(2m + (I %) + Jt - f) 1 u(O)& 
(3.7) 
Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 are direct counterparts to a corresponding result in 
[3], escept that we allow nonzero data. Hence, since the extensions are 
trivial, details of the proofs are omitted. 
The object now is to combine (3.4) and (3.7). Before doing this, ho\vever, 
we show how to discard the fifth term on the right of (3.4) by means of an 
argument similar to that used in [3]. 
Again. .V denotes 61 or C. 
By continuity there exists a S ( YY.- 0). such that 
((2t)-‘““2) I’ [A-(-tt)ltdS - 
‘E 
1” ,4-““1 1’ .I-2dS dq 
t .’ r 
< +(2+e”-(r [X(-t)]‘dS[l - 2t([l - (6/2t)]-“8a+’ - I)]. (3.8) 
So, by choosing m large enough we can discard this term. In what follows we 
shall assume that m is large enough to allow us to do this. 
To bound some of the other terms, we proceed as follows. 
From (3.6), and the inequality, valid for any real numbers a, ,..., a,,, , 
(a, + ... + uy < tn(fz~’ + “. + U”,“), (3.9) 
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we easily see that 
(w, WI!? 5[wl, u))n + qu, u)l-, + cT”(q, q)fi + lI%(c1, e), + /3’6(c, c)& 
where 
(3.10) 
(72 = sup ( I + AT, - s/K, - aT + s/3CJL, 
R.<[7-,.O] 
(3.1 I) 
and 
6 = sup bi”bi”. (3.12) 
“:/p-,.0] 
Furthermore, using (3.9), (2.Q and (2.6) we obtain 
(W wo 12: 3[dW Q? + w, u)n + (Qr 1 Qrh-21, 
(Lc,-Wn : 3[dW, cjh + d2(u,u), + (0,) Q&J. 
(3.13) 
(3.14) 
We now define L’(R; t), .If(R; t) and A’(R; ‘) by 
U(R; t) = J:“, (ky( u, u)n + I((U, u))nl + (f,‘3) WY z’)n) 41 (3.15) 
M(R; t) = I0 (P’[(bl, e), + q((@, @)),I + (f,3) (4’9 d’)a) &, (3.16) 
t 
and 
X(R; 1) = I0 (k’“‘[(C. f)n + KC((C, &I + ((‘13) (a’, 02) 4. (3.17) 
t 
Then, using (3.10), (3.13) and (3.14), a-e deduce that 
E 
J 
‘” A-y(W, W)? + (IA, Lti)!, + (IL, Lf)g] ‘i’) 
-t 
:.- Cd,(l’ + ill + X) 
+c’ 
J a0 ~\-““w(q, 40 + 3{(Q, , !&jP + @CT &),il d?, --I 
where, 
(3.18) 
tf, = mast1 Id’, 5&S, 5/3%, 5d”v-*, ~&cK;~, ~CPK-~~ c ,’ (3.19) 
Hence, using (3.8) and (3.18) we add together (3.4) and (3.7), to obtain 
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+ .r_4 A-““{I~[((u,u))r + (u, u)r] + 2vn ffR”,“-G 1 u Ii- 
(3.20) 
+ f4(R fwr + (0, b-1 + Km-? a- + (c, h-1; 4 
+ ((Y’)) 11 U( -t)ll; + (‘42) 11 fl( -t)llT; + (KC,)) I/ c(-f)ll;) (If)-‘I” 
+ G,(R; 1) + H(f). 
where, 
G,(R; f) = L: 1’” )I-‘“‘[%‘(q, q)n + 3{(&, 0,)~ + WC 1 0,),:14 ‘-I 
and 
+ t-y2m + (I 121) 3 4f - ;) [(UO, uO)fi + (PO , PO), + (co , C”),], 
(3.21) 
+ 23. ‘d(nt(Z))’ ‘” (21 + (I ,2trr) + (4f”,v?)) 
” (1: thi.Jli.n + m”t-Y/,/t,) a)’ ?] A]. (3.22) 
There is an obvious similarity between (3.20) and [3. Inequality (6)]. 
Indeed, we now follow esactlp the steps of that paper. with F(R; t) defined by 
F(R; f) = U(R; f) + JI(R; t) + N(R; f), (3.23) 
to obtain instead of E3, (IO)], the inequality 
F(R; 7) 2~:~ 2e,F’(R; T) + 2e,(F’(R; T))‘,” R”s”‘-~ + 2G,,(R; 7) + 2H(r). (3.24) 
where 7 is a tised number, 0 <Y r < t, and 
c 1 = mas(2, 6v, 6~~, 6x,;, (3.25) 
cz = ~2&&f[(r-“nl+l - (&p+‘);prz - I)]‘:‘, (3.26) 
\\‘e are now in a position to state our backward uniqueness theorem. 
THEOREM 3. I. Lef x ami x4. be two solutions fo 9, of c-lass 6. whici~ satisi\* 
(I. I)-( IS) for the samefzmctions 0, , Q= , bi , v~‘, To , and Co , and (2.6)-(2X) 
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for the same functions f, gl and hj Suppose also that P satisjies (PI) and (P3) for 
a posititle constant o. Thm. s = ,y ’ on 0 / (T, , 01. 
The proof of the above theorem is omitted as it follows Edmunds’ [3] 
proof for the Navier-Stokes equations. (Alternati\-ely. we could use a similar 
argument to that used in the latter part of Theorem 2.1.) 
\\‘e now turn our attention to the question of continuous dependence in the 
final value problem. In fact, we show that in a suitable class a solution to .9 
depends Hijlder continuously upon its final and boundan- data, body force 
and source terms. To establish our result we extend in a direct manner the 
anal+ of the proof of Theorem 3.1. .A similar result for a solution to the 
Navier-Stokes equations was proved by Cannon and Knightly [I]. Howe\-er, 
these writers adopted an indirect approach, entirely different from the one 
employed here. 
THEoREnr 3.2. Let N and x h be two sohftions to d, of daSS 8. With the 
pressure d#erence P satitfying (PI ) and (P3). S pp -u ose that the difference .func- 
lions dpfined irr (2.2) satisjv 
1111 I. 01. ltil, .tr,. ICI ‘.OJ, on 0 .’ (0:. 
IC)rl .-co. 10, I I : to, (ql “:m, in R ‘< (T, ,O], 
and 
Ii\ ‘:o, IfI ‘..OJ. IhI ..w, 0 n z < (T, ,O]. 
(3.27) 
where w is a prescribed constant, k is a constant independent of w, r is a constant 
O<rs< I, and R :.< ati,mLI, zhere a and S ( .y, 0) are fixed constants. 
Proof. (3.24) holds, with F(R; Tj defined b!- (3.23). \\‘e apply Lemma 
2.1(B), with k = Zmax(e, , e,,,, and j(R) delined bj 
j(R) = X,(R; T) + 2H(T). (3.28) 
\Ve now form estimates for GO and H. From (3.X?), and on assuming cu ,C I, 
we find that 
2H(r) ,:; klw. (3.29) 
where 
k, = [T l-errI _ (~T)1-2nq 
., [ 1 + (2nw1 + I) (1~ + K~ + /cc) + 8m + 27-l + 16~1 
.: Mn(Z) (‘m - I). 
(3.30) 
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Again, for w < I, we find from (3.21) that 
2G,(R; T) < R2wR3, 
where, 
A, = [Tl-Ltr - (2~)~-~~~~] (W + 6) (3nr - I)-’ 87rr 3 
+ 247r( ‘m + (2T)y + 47 - +):T’“,. 
Hence, using (3.24) we see that F(R; T) satisfies 
F(R; T) << A[F’(R) + R”:“‘-a(F’) + (R, + k,R3) w. 
Lemma 2.1(B) is now applied with j3 = I. no = 2, to give 
F(R; T) <C F(2R) esp[--3Ru(2u - 1)‘3kp] 
+ R-“G-L~‘~2(a - /i) + 3J(?R). 
Since 
F(R) 5; kR3, 
for some positive constant k, (3.33) and (3.34) yield 
F(R; 7) ,:’ alR-l(O-la) + a,R%o, 
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(3.34) 
(3.35) 
for some constants a, and as, where onlv the dominant terms are retained. 
Hence, for all R < R* = aced, 
F(R; T) < F(R*; T) ::, alR*-z(o-u) + R*3wa,, 
= (&flwzd(o--“l + (i<,,l-sa> 
for some computable constants di (independent of CO). 
\Vith 3s < I, we choose p such that 
(3.36) 
to obtain 
0 < u - p <i; (I - 36)126. 
F(R; T) <; d3w1-36, (3.37) 
for some computable constant CI, . Now, A < 2T, so h?” > (2~)-~“‘, and hence 
together with (3.15)--(3.17), (3.23) and (3.37) we may establish 
-II f [(u, II)!? + (0. @), + (c, c)n] drj .,.: (27)‘” d3cA8*, (3.38) 7 
from which the theorem follows when --7 < T, . 
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It remains to estend (3.38) to the whole interval (Tt , 01, when T, < --T. 
This is done by again using the iteratii-e scheme of Section 2. 
Estimates may be computed for (u, u)o + (0. t)), + (c, c)~? at times 
-t, E [-7. -(k - I) r;k]. -1, E [-tl - T, -I, - (k - I) r/k], etc., where 
k is an integer, k I, and steps (3.28) tu (3.38) repeatedly applied. \\‘e 
find in this case, 
where d, is a computable constant, j is the first integer such that -tj - r 
T, . and ~5 is such that 3j6 <.:I . LJaing the same argument as above shows that 
(3.39) leads to 
1.” [(u, U)!, + (t! tqq + (t-, c).?] d7j (27’,)2#,’ dp-3~6, (3.40) 
* Tl 
where d, is a constant. independent of CU. The theorem is thus proved. 
Remarks. (I) Although we ha\-e assumed, in Sections 2 and 3, that R 
is an infinite subset of R3. the methods employed all carry over in a straight- 
forward manner to the situation where Q is an infinite subset of W. or even 
the .whole of Rti. for a general integer II. provided the pressure conditions (P7) 
and (P3) are suitably modified. 
(2) Edmunds [-I] and D!-er and Edmunds [I] have obtained results 
concerning the asvmptotic behavior of solutions to the Navier-Stokes 
equations when the fluid occupies an esterior domain. or the whole space. 
These results can be extended quite naturalI\- to the conduction-diffusion 
Boussinesq equations. 
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